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Abstract 
A Unidirectional fibrous composite consists of parallel fibers embedded in a matrix. Several 
unidirectional layers can be stacked in a specified sequence to fabricate a laminate. 
In the present work, a computer integrated approach is done for the design and analysis of 
Unidirectional fibrous composites. A computer software is written to predict the longitudinal 
strength and stiffness, transverse strength and stiffness, shear modulus, Poissons' ratio, thermal 
expansion coefficient and moisture expansion coefficient for the chosen volume fraction and 
material of matrix and fiber. The software incorporates an in built libraries of materials for both 
fibers and matrix. This gives an ease in selection and also provides vide variety of combinations. 
Materials can also be specified by the user, mentioning their engineering properties. 
The package also deals with the theoretical aspects of Unidirectional fibrous composites in the 
precursor. In this county the basic definitions and nomenclature is explained through animated 
demos and graphics screens. This gives an on- line reference of the theory involved in the design 
of Unidirectional fibrous composites. 
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1 INTRODUCfiON 

Composites dealt in the present study are formed by stacking several layers of parallel fibers 
embedded in matrix. Each of these layers can be termed as a lamina or a ply. 

As composites are formed by union of two distinct phases (matrix and fiber) the properties 
are entirely different from physical properties of matrix material and fiber used. Behavior of 
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Unidirectional fibrous composite varies depending on the direction of stacking of parallel fibers. 
The direction parallel to fibers is longitudinal and the direction orthogonal to fiber is transverse. 
These composites have strength and stiffness different for both longitudinal and transverse i.e. the 
behavior is different depending on fiber orientation. This variation in properties makes the analysis 
of Unidirectional fibrous composites complicated. The intricacy is further enhanced by added 
properties of thermal expansion coefficient and moisture absorption coefficient. 

To overcome complexities involved in numeration of physical properties of Unidirectional 
fibrous composites and to enable number of combinations of both fiber and matrix a computer based 
software is written in the present work. The software includes built in libraries of fiber and matrix 
materials. 

2 SOFIWARE STRUCTURE 

In the present work a computer software is written in Turbo-C to work on DOS based machines (PC 
ATs). The software developed is a menu driven package incorporating icons and dialogue boxes for 
data input and output. These elevate user interaction, thus making the software user friendly. 

Precursor 
The package in the foremost screen delineates the title along with the author's name and affiliation. 
The second screen defines fibers and matrix and also gives a gist about their influence in the 
composite material formed by their union. This screen also lists some of the commonly used fiber 
and matrix materials. On a keystroke an animated demonstration oflongitudinal and transverse axes 
of unidirectional fibrous composite is presented. These screens add an advantage of incorporating 
on-line reference in the software. 

Input 
After explaining the theoretical concepts of unidirectional fibrous composites a slide for input 
procedure appears. This explains the input procedure involved in the software. Here, three options 
are available with the user : 

• to go to material selection menus 

• to go to lesson screens 

• to exit. 

On using the option of material selection menu the "MATRIX MATERIAL MENU'' is shown 
in form of an icon. This menu enables the user to select a matrix material from the listed items and 
also provides a flexibility for user designated material. On selection of a particular matrix material 
the properties are rendered from the matrix material database. If the selection is done other than the 
library resident material the user has to specify following properties 

o Density [g!cu.cm.] 

o Tensile Strength [MPa] 
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o Tensile Modulus [GPa] 

o Thermal Expansion coefficient [10E-6/Deg.C] 

o Water absorption coefficient[% in 24h] 

Then the "FIBER MATERIAL MENU'' is presented and the fiber material is selected in 
similar manner to that of matrix material selection. At this junction vide variety of materials for both 
matrix and fiber are available with the user in material libraries. This enables the user to form number 
of combinations of fiber and matrix to analyze the composite. A dialogue box then appears inquiring 
about the volume fractions of fiber and matrix to be used in designing the user specified unidirec
tional fibrous composite. 

Numeration 
Input procedure has rendered the user specified volume fractions of fiber (Vr) and matrix (V m) to 
be used and the physical properties of user selected materials. In this section the calculation 
procedure used in the software is elaborated. 

The numeration is based on a mathematical model with following assumptions : 

• Fibers are parallel to each other (Unidirectional) 

• Fibers are of uniform size 

• Uniform material properties of both fibers and matrix 

• No voids 

• Fibers are elastic. 

Step I: Calculation of composite density (pc) by 

Pr - Fiber density 

Pm - Matrix density 

Pc= PrVr+ PmVm 

Step II : Calculation of longitudinal modulus (Ed 

Er- Fiber modulus 

Em - Matrix modulus 

EL = ErV r + Em V m 

Step III: To ensure fiber controlled failure of composite formed minimum volume fraction of fiber 
(V min) is evaluated and depending on this longitudinal strength is calculated 

If Vr>Vmin> 

If Vr<Vmin> 

Oc = Oru Vr + (1 - Vr) Omu 

Oc = (1 - Vr) Omu 

ac - Composite strength in longitudinal direction 

oru - Ultimate fiber strength 

Omu - Ultimate matrix strength 
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Step IV: Then the transverse modulus (ET) is calculated as 

~ = 1 
Vr Vm -+-
Er Em 

The modulus is also evaluated by Halpin-Tsai equation (micro-mechanics approach) 

1; = 2 for circular cross-section 

~ 1 + 1;'1]Vr 
Em 1-'I]Vr 

Er --1 
Em 

'!]-~ 
-+1; 
Em 

1; = ~a for rectangular cross-section 

Step V: The ultimate transverse strength of composite is then evaluated by 

Cfru = Omu (~) [1- (Vi13] 

Step VI: The shear modulus (GLT) is evaluated by 

Where '11 

Gr 
--1 
Gm 

---and 1;= 1 
Gr + 1; 
Gm 

GLT 1 + 'YisVr 
Gm 1- 'I]Vr 

Step VII: The Poisson's ratio in LT direction (vLT) is calculated 

VLT= Ytvr+ Ymvm 

vr- Fiber Poisson's ratio 

Vm - Matrix Poisson's ratio 

and the Poisson's ratio in TLdirection (vTL) is numerated empirically by 

VLT VTL 

EL = ~ 

Step VIII: The thermal expansion coefficiants (ar, ar) are evaluated by 

1 
aL = EL /( arErVr) + ( amEm V m)f 
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Step IX: The stress concentration factor (SCF) and stress magnification factor (SMF) are calculated 

SCF • 1- Vr [1- (E.,/Er)] 
_fi.V: 

1 - V .::...:...!. [1 - (EmlEr)] 
1t 

SMF- 1 _r:;v: 
1 - V .::...:...!. [1 - (EmlEr)] 

1t 

Output 
After numeration the output screen is presented in two halves. First half indicates the volume 
fractions specified by the user and also screens the physical properties of fibers and matrix selected 
by the user. The second half enlists the numerated properties of unidirectional fibrous composite 
formed by the union of user specified fiber and matrix. Along with these properties an icon appears 
with options 

(i) to print properties 

(ii) to write properties to a file 

(iii) to re-enter materials and volume fractions 

(iv) to exit. 

If option (i) is selected both the properties of parent fiber and matrix along with the numerated 
properties of composite are printed on a printer. Option (ii) enables the user to save the current 
combination properties in a file which can be referred at any point of time. Option (iii) takes back 
to the input procedure screen and allows a fresh input. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work a computer code is written to analyze the performance and to evaluate the 
physical properties of a user specified unidirectional fibrous composite. The software includes the 
in-built libraries of material for both fibers and matrix from which the user has to select the material. 
The materials can also be designated by the user defining their physical properties, this provides an 
added advantage of global usage of the software. This feature enables vide variety of combinations 
of fiber and matrix that can form unidirectional fibrous composite to be analysed. The software not 
only provides a hard copy (printout) of the numerated properties of the user specified composite 
but also saves it in a user specified file which can be referred to any point of time and can serve as 
a database for properties of various unidirectional fibrous composite in future. The package also 
gives a gist of theoretical aspects through graphic screens and animated demos providing an on line 
reference of theory involved to the user. 
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